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Chapter 103

Timothy was completely pale. “What… What is that? Why is there such a small coffin? Can it be that a baby’s corpse is inside?”

“There’s no need to be afraid. It’s only a cat’s corpse.”

“A cat’s corpse?”

Matthew softly replied, “Putting a cat’s corpse in a coffin and placing it in the ceiling is a curse to kill the whole Wayne family!

Mr. Wayne, I’m afraid that your wife is not telling the truth. The grudge between her and the master is not that simple.”

Timothy opened the little coffin and sure enough, it was a cat’s corpse inside. Horror was written all over his face and he instantly

called his wife.

Not long after, Timothy returned with despair. “The men she hired broke one of the master’s son’s legs and it couldn’t be

reconnected…”

Hearing this, Matthew sighed and said, “Mr. Wayne, I’m not trying to lecture you but I think you should keep a close eye on your

wife. Otherwise, she will cause more trouble.”

Timothy nodded slowly and replied, “Mr. Larson, you’re right. From now on, I’ll guard her strictly and make sure she never

causes troubles again!”

Matthew couldn’t help but look at Timothy.

To be honest, many men with Timothy’s status would abandon their wives and find other women. Furthermore, Mrs. Wayne is

arrogant and domineering whenever she deals with other people. This caused a lot of trouble for Timothy but he never wanted to

divorce her. This alone is enough to be admired! How many people can maintain their original aspiration after they succeed?

Timothy sincerely said, “Mr. Larson, you saved my family. 300 million is not enough at all. Why don’t I give you one billion?

Consider it as an apology for my wife’s mistakes!”

Matthew shook his head and said, “300 million is enough. However, don’t directly transfer the money to me.”

Surprised, Timothy asked, “Then how should I pay you?”

Matthew told him everything Sasha was going through now. “Please help me think of a way to transfer this money to the

company’s bank account, as if the 300 million that was stolen is returned.”

Hearing this, Timothy couldn’t help but exclaim, “Mr. Larson, you really treat Miss Cunningham well! Don’t worry, I’ll handle it

well.”

At around ten in the morning, Matthew suddenly received a call from Stanley. His men had captured Mr. Jones and brought him

to the police station. However, the 300 million had already been transferred to accounts all over the world so it was impossible to

get it back.

Matthew told Sasha about the news before he notified Timothy to prepare the transfer to Cunningham Pharmaceuticals.

By noon, they received the money. Sasha had been waiting anxiously in her office, and when she saw 300 million return to the

company account, she finally let out a sigh of relief. After Demi got the news, she immediately went to James and Helen.

“We really got the 300 million back?” James and Helen were overjoyed. “Thank god! That’s amazing!”

Helen nodded vigorously and said, “Matthew is really a capable man! He said that he could get the money back in three days but

we already received it in a day!”

James was also astonished. Now that the lost 300 million was recovered, his opinion of Matthew changed.

It is important for a man to keep his words.

Meanwhile, Liam looked grim. James and Helen’s change of attitude toward Matthew meant that his status in the family would

become even lower.

Then, he gave Demi a look. Demi understood what he was thinking and instantly muttered, “Mom, what are you thinking? What

does this have to do with Matthew? It was the police who caught Mr. Jones and helped us get back our money. From the

beginning to the end, Matthew only bragged. What else did he do?”
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